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Meeting Minutes
No.
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Topic
CIU

2

CLI Original

3

Regional Faculty

4

Provider Safety TAG

5

FP-C and CCP-C
certification prep class

Action Items
Attended by 17 people.
Feedback included using small discussion groups and varied
instructional modalities. Ben sent a survey for feedback.
• Much discussion on the instructor exam. Many people have
failed it (including those on our committee). Overall pass rate
believed to be 50%. There is a regional need for study materials
or a preparation class that could be outside of the CIU. Materials
exist such as: NAEMSI manual, Moodle, Vital Signs website
review, etc. Maybe a class should be developed regionally. More
to follow next meeting.
Upcoming course is full based on registration, with a waiting list.
Clearly there was a need.
List of regional faculty includes: Charles Krueger, David Leven, Peter
Bonadonna, Robert Breese, Sharon Chiumento, Beth McNeill, Terry
Tailor, and Mark Tornstrom. Discussion about how people become
regional faculty or get removed from the list once they are no longer
active or have moved from the region. Apparently, the state offers a
class extremely infrequently. Our region has large number of regional
faculty, ast least on paper.

Resources

Target Date

•
•

Ben suggested having a regional faculty meeting (could be supported
by T&E) in order to develop workflows for CIU/CLI/CIC classes so
we have a structured plan and timeline, annually, to host these classes
and to discuss the content of them. More to follow on this topic next
meeting.
Anyone interested in participating in the MLREMS Provider Safety
TAG should contact Mike Hoskins, Mark Phillipy, or Ben
Sensenbach. Group will address issued such as training, PPE, and
policies.
In order to address the upcoming regional requirement that SCT
providers be either FP-C or CCP-C, Aaron is trying to organize a
prep/review course offered by Meduprep for those exams during the
Thursday and Friday preceding/coinciding with the STEP conference.
The negotiated cost for the course is $6000 for 30 people ($200pp)
and more people could be accommodated if there was interest. The
course is 16 hours between the two days. Aaron requested any
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funding assistance that could be provided from MLREMS since this
would help get providers up to speed with a regional requirement.
Collaborating with STEP would be beneficial because STEP would
handle the administrative aspects of collecting funds and registering
individuals for the course. Discussion involved:
• Are the SCT agencies willing to help offset the costs for these
providers (taking the exam itself is several hundred dollars)?
• Ben – Shapiro Room at DPM has been reserved for the Friday of
STEP for this course, if the plan goes through. Thursday is
difficult due to resident meetings but there shouldn’t be an issue
with space on Thursday anyway at Hilton Garden Inn where
STEP is being held.
• How many SCT providers already hold one of these two
certifications? Will there be enough providers who need the
course to reach 30? Ben agreed to poll LCEMS, AMR, and
Monroe to see how many providers hold the certification. From
the knowledge of people attending this meeting, there are
approximately 40 SCT providers in the region, 30 of whom are
full-time. LCEMS has 4 SCT providers and 4 interns. A total of 2
of these individuals hold one of the two required certifications.
After the meeting, Ben followed up with Chris Gray from AMR
who said AMR has 18 cleared SCT providers, 5 of whom hold
one of the two required certifications.
• Eric will distribute information about the course to T&E, DPM,
and MLREMS when he receives it from Ben.
• Eric will discuss MLREMS providing financial assistance for the
imitative with MRLEMS executive committee in 11/14.
6

ALS/BLS Core

Is it possible to align the schedules of regional ALS/BLS core classes
currently provided by various agencies so the same topic hours are
covered consistently to give providers more options when trying to
get their core hours completed. For example, if Henrietta Ambulance
teaches the 48 hours of ALS core in six 8-hr sessions, and so does
LCEMS, then a provider could do sessions 1-5 at HVA but take 6 at
LCEMS if they were unavailable to attend session 6 at HVA. It seems
like there are probably two different approaches regional agencies use
to adequately cover the core hours:
1. Providers take all their hours of core and, for ALS providers,
do refresher classes for their “alphabet” certs which do not
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count towards core hours.
Providers take original courses every three years for their
“alphabet certs”, therefore counting those hours towards
recert per the CME matrix, and then take the remaining
hours (24 I think?) via core.
If it is feasible to create “common core” it would probably be easiest
to do so in two parallel groups aligned with the two approaches
bulleted above. One significant issue would be initial alignment since
people who are taking core at a single agency could be relying on
each session in the following years covering the same topics
(breaking up their core over three years rather than taking all in one
year) so alignment would potentially need to be phased in over a three
year cycle.
2.

One additional note from Linda is that the state will now be providing
new cards that expire 36 months (rather than 37 months) from the
previous card. This means your card will always expire in the same
month.
We will pick up this discussion in December and likely move forward
with gathering information from regional agencies on: if they provide
ALS/BLS core and which “approach” they take to core, to see if the
project is feasible and if there is interest in pursuing it.

